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Pure Beeswax Twenty Minute Candles
that encourage you to take precious time for yourself

relaxation - meditation - mindfulness



Twenty Minute Candles

�� twenty minute pure beeswax candles with a ceramic holder and �� positive affirmation cards.
£�.�� each + VAT  (RRP £��.��) .  Carriage paid £���

Make any of our designs your own with our BESPOKE SERVICE see details at the back of this brochure
cottonandgrey.com
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Lose yourself for twenty precious
minutes and leave yourself feeling
refreshed and revived. Light your

candle, watch the flame and relax.

It might be thinking positive thoughts
while using the affirmation cards,

relaxing in the bath, reading a book,
meditating or doing yoga...

the options are endless.

 Gift Time...�e of

SKU:  ���



Prayer Candles

Set aside some precious time to relax and recharge with prayer. 
�� twenty minute pure beeswax candles with a ceramic holder and ten Scripture cards.

£�.�� each + VAT   (RRP £��.��) . Carriage paid £���
Make any of our designs your own with our BESPOKE SERVICE - see details at the back of this brochure

cottonandgrey.com
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SKU: ���



The Gift Of Time Candles

�� twenty minute pure beeswax candles with a ceramic holder and  “gift of Time’ internal info card
£��.�� each + VAT  (RRP £��.��) . Carriage paid £���

Make any of our designs your own with our BESPOKE SERVICE - see details at the back of this brochure
cottonandgrey.com
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 Gift Time�e of
Take twenty precious minutes

for your relaxation and well-being. 

Light a candle, enjoy its warm glow
and let the mesmerising flame

restore your inner calm.

SKU: ���
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THE COLLECTIONS...

�

relaxation - meditation - mindfulness

Twenty Minute Beeswax Candles
that encourage you to take twenty minutes for yourself.



‘Mini Mono’ Bundle Titles

�� twenty minute pure beeswax candles with a ceramic holder 
£�.�� each + VAT (RRP. £��.��) . Carriage paid £���

Make any of our designs your own with our BESPOKE SERVICE - see details at the back of this brochure
cottonandgrey.com
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Bath Time Candles
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Bathe in the glow of candlelight
�� pure beeswax candles

with a ceramic holder

Bedtime Candles
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Watch the flame and dream
�� pure beeswax candles

with a ceramic holder

Believe You Can Candles
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The power of the positive
�� pure beeswax candles

with a ceramic holder

Calming Candles
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Take a breath and pause
�� pure beeswax candles

with a ceramic holder

Chi Out Candles
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Stop the world and pause
�� pure beeswax candles

with a ceramic holder

Friendship Candles
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Together we are stronger
�� pure beeswax candles

with a ceramic holder

Prayer Candles
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Take spiritual communication
�� pure beeswax candles

with a ceramic holder

Relaxation Candles
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Take some time for yourself
�� pure beeswax candles

with a ceramic holder

Meditation Candles
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Contemplate and reflect
�� pure beeswax candles

with a ceramic holder

Mindfulne� Candles
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Focus on the present
�� pure beeswax candles

with a ceramic holder

Mummy Time Candles
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Take some time for yourself
�� pure beeswax candles

with a ceramic holder

�inking of You
Give yourself some time

�� pure beeswax candles
with a ceramic holder
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Time to Remember
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Reflect on precious memories
�� pure beeswax candles

with a ceramic holder

Yoga Candles
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Surrender into a state of presence
�� pure beeswax candles

with a ceramic holder

Zen For Men 
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Fire sticks for blokes
�� pure beeswax candles

with ceramic holder

SKU:  ��� SKU:  ��� SKU:  ��� SKU:  ���
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�ank You Candles
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A little box of gratitude
�� pure beeswax candles

with a ceramic holder

SKU:  ���

Set aside some precious time to relax and recharge 



Mini Mono Bundle
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free POS when you order �� x � designs  ( �� boxes )
offer also applies if you mix and match  ranges 

£��� + VAT carriage paid

FREE  PROMOTIONAL STRUT CARD
WITH EVERY BUNDLE ORDER 

cottonandgrey.com

SKU:  ���

 Gift Time�e of
Take twenty precious minutes

for your relaxation and well-being. 

Light a candle, enjoy its warm glow
and let the mesmerising flame

restore your inner calm.



‘A Little Box Of’Titles

�� twenty minute pure beeswax candles with a ceramic holder 
£�.�� each + VAT  (RRP. £��.��) . Carriage paid £���

Make any of our designs your own with our BESPOKE SERVICE - see details at the back of this brochure
cottonandgrey.com
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enjoy twenty minutes of  life affirming relaxation

SKU:  ��� SKU:  ��� SKU:  ��� SKU:  ���
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Little Box Of Bundle
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free POS when you order �� x � designs  ( �� boxes )
offer also applies if you mix and match ranges 

£��� + VAT carriage paid

FREE  PROMOTIONAL STRUT CARD
WITH EVERY BUNDLE ORDER 

cottonandgrey.com

SKU:  ���



Just to say... Titles

�� twenty minute pure beeswax candles with a ceramic holder 
£�.�� each + VAT (RRP. £��.��) . Carriage paid £���

Make any of our designs your own with our BESPOKE SERVICE - see details at the back of this brochure
cottonandgrey.com
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all the sentiment of a greeting card with a thoughtful gift enclosed  

SKU:  ��� SKU:  ��� SKU:  ��� SKU:  ���

Lovely Sister

a little gift just for you 
a box full of relaxation candles

light one and focus on the flame

Just to say...

you’re one in a million

WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not suitable for children under � years

Cotton
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allow yourself some precious time 
light a candle, relax and calm your mind

�� pure beeswax candles that burn for at least
twenty minutes each and a ceramic holder

5065008465515

Lovely Daug�er

a little gift just for you 
a box full of relaxation candles

light one and focus on the flame

Just to say...

you’re one in a million

WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not suitable for children under � years
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allow yourself some precious time 
light a candle, relax and calm your mind

�� pure beeswax candles that burn for at least
twenty minutes each and a ceramic holder

5065008465089
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Just to say Bundle
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free POS when you order �� x � designs  ( �� boxes )
offer also applies if you mix and match ranges 

£��� + VAT carriage paid

FREE  PROMOTIONAL STRUT CARD
WITH EVERY BUNDLE ORDER 

cottonandgrey.com

SKU:  ���



‘Time For’Titles

�� twenty minute pure beeswax candles with a ceramic holder 
£�.�� each + VAT  (RRP. £��.��) . Carriage paid £���

Make any of our designs your own with our BESPOKE SERVICE - see details at the back of this brochure
cottonandgrey.com
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enjoy twenty minutes of relaxation

New Mummy
take some time for you

calm your mind in the
warm glow of candlelight with

twenty minutes of guilt free time

time for the

candles

WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not suitable for children under � years
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allow yourself some precious time 
light a candle, relax and calm your mind

�� pure beeswax candles that burn for at least
twenty minutes each and a ceramic holder

5061004270191

Mummy to Be
relax with your joy

calm your mind in the
warm glow of candlelight with

twenty minutes of guilt free time

time for the

candles
WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts

Not suitable for children under � years
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allow yourself some precious time 
light a candle, relax and calm your mind

�� pure beeswax candles that burn for at least
twenty minutes each and a ceramic holder

5061004270207

SKU:  ��� SKU:  ��� SKU:  ��� SKU:  ���
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Time For  Bundle
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free POS when you order �� x � designs  ( �� boxes )
offer also applies if you mix and match ranges

£��� + VAT carriage paid

FREE  PROMOTIONAL STRUT CARD
WITH EVERY BUNDLE ORDER 

cottonandgrey.com

SKU:  ���



‘Thank You For’Titles

�� twenty minute candles with a ceramic holder and and internal card.
£�.�� each + VAT  (RRP. £��.��) . Carriage paid £���

Make any of our designs your own with our BESPOKE SERVICE - see details at the back of this brochure
cottonandgrey.com
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sixteen ways to say thank you

Thank  you for

A  Your Help

Thank  you for

Being Fabulous

Thank  you

For Being You

Thank  you for being the

Bestest Friend

Cotton
& Grey

a little box of relaxation candles
light a candle, relax and calm your mind

�� pure beeswax candles that burn for at least
twenty minutes each with a ceramic holder

5065008465676 0     000000      000000

WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not suitable for children under � years

Thank  you

For Everything

5061004270283
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a little box of relaxation candles
light a candle, relax and calm your mind

�� pure beeswax candles that burn for at least
twenty minutes each with a ceramic holder

WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not suitable for children under � years

Thank  you

For Babysi�ing

5061004270252
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a little box of relaxation candles
light a candle, relax and calm your mind

�� pure beeswax candles that burn for at least
twenty minutes each with a ceramic holder

WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not suitable for children under � years

Thank  you

For Being �ere

5061004270269

Thank  you for

A Lovely Time
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a little box of relaxation candles
light a candle, relax and calm your mind

�� pure beeswax candles that burn for at least
twenty minutes each with a ceramic holder

WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not suitable for children under � years

Thank  you for being

My Sunshine
5061004270290
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a little box of relaxation candles
light a candle, relax and calm your mind

�� pure beeswax candles that burn for at least
twenty minutes each with a ceramic holder

WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not suitable for children under � years

Thank  you for being

�e Perfect Host

 

5061004270337
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a little box of relaxation candles
light a candle, relax and calm your mind

�� pure beeswax candles that burn for at least
twenty minutes each with a ceramic holder

WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not suitable for children under � years

So So Much

Thank  you
5061004270344
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a little box of relaxation candles
light a candle, relax and calm your mind

�� pure beeswax candles that burn for at least
twenty minutes each with a ceramic holder

5065008465676 0     000000      000000

WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not suitable for children under � years

Thank  you for looking after

�e Cat

5061004270306
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a little box of relaxation candles
light a candle, relax and calm your mind

�� pure beeswax candles that burn for at least
twenty minutes each with a ceramic holder

WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not suitable for children under � years

Thank  you for looking after

�e Dog

5061004270313
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a little box of relaxation candles
light a candle, relax and calm your mind

�� pure beeswax candles that burn for at least
twenty minutes each with a ceramic holder

WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not suitable for children under � years

Thank  you for watering

�e Plants

5061004270320
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a little box of relaxation candles
light a candle, relax and calm your mind

�� pure beeswax candles that burn for at least
twenty minutes each with a ceramic holder

WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not suitable for children under � years

Thank  you for

Your Kindne�

5061004270351
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a little box of relaxation candles
light a candle, relax and calm your mind

�� pure beeswax candles that burn for at least
twenty minutes each with a ceramic holder

WARNING! CHOKING HAZARD - Small parts
Not suitable for children under � years

Your Support

Thank  you for

5061004270368

SKU:  ��� SKU:  ��� SKU:  ��� SKU:  ���
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Thank You For.. Bundle

Cotton
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free POS when you order �� x � designs  ( �� boxes )
offer also applies if you mix and match ranges 

£��� + VAT carriage paid

FREE  PROMOTIONAL STRUT CARD
WITH EVERY BUNDLE ORDER 

cottonandgrey.com

SKU:  ���



‘Mind Body Soul’Titles

�� twenty minute pure beeswax candles with a ceramic holder
£�.�� each + VAT  (RRP. £��.��) . Carriage paid £���

Make any of our designs your own with our BESPOKE SERVICE - see details at the back of this brochure
cottonandgrey.com
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moments of relaxation and mindfulness to nurture the mind, body, and spirit.
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Mind Body Soul Bundle
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free POS when you order �� x � designs  ( �� boxes )
offer also applies if you mix and match ranges 

£��� + VAT carriage paid

FREE  PROMOTIONAL STRUT CARD
WITH EVERY BUNDLE ORDER 

cottonandgrey.com

SKU:  ���



‘You’re Lovely’Collection - female titles

�� twenty minute pure beeswax candles with a ceramic holder
£�.�� each + VAT  (RRP. £��.��) . Carriage paid £���

Make any of our designs your own with our BESPOKE SERVICE - see details at the back of this brochure
cottonandgrey.com
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Twenty minute relaxation candle gift sets are titled with all the relations, male and female
with mix and match patterns. .
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‘You’re Lovely’Collection - male titles

�� twenty minute pure beeswax candles with a ceramic holder
£�.�� each + VAT  (RRP. £��.��) . Carriage paid £���

Make any of our designs your own with our BESPOKE SERVICE - see details at the back of this brochure
cottonandgrey.com
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Twenty minute relaxation candle gift sets are titled with all the relations, male and female
with mix and match patterns. .
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free POS when you order �� x � designs  ( �� boxes )
mix and match  your titles from across the collection

£��� + VAT carriage paid

FREE  PROMOTIONAL STRUT CARD
WITH EVERY BUNDLE ORDER 

cottonandgrey.com

SKU:  ���

You’re Lovely Bundle

offer also applies if you mix and match from all our ranges 
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BESPOKE
We offer a full bespoke custom branding service.

Whether for retail, corporate gifting , staff gifts or celebrating an occasion,
we can put your logo, message and imagery on the box.

We can apply our bespoke service to any of our titles or you can create your own.
Our minimum order for FREE customisation is just �� pieces of a single title.



Bespoke Twenty Minute Candles 

Cotton
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Your Logo here ....
We offer a full bespoke custom branding service.

Whether it’s for retail, corporate gifting , staff gifts or celebrating an occasion,
we can put your logo, message and imagery on the box.

We can apply our bespoke service to any of our titles or you can create your own.
Our minimum order for FREE customisation is just �� pieces of a single title.



Bespoke Twenty Minute Candles 
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Single designs
MOQ is �� units per  title

Bespoke Bundle
For a branded range with � x free POS

MOQ to �� units per title x sixteen titles 

Mini boxes £�.�� each
Each box contains �� candles and a ceramic holder with �x single internal info card

Medium Candle sets with Affirmation cards - £�.�� each
Each box contains �� candles and a ceramic holder with ��x affirmation cards 

Our bespoke service is very flexible, from dropping your logo into one of our current designs
 to creating a completely unique look, theme and title for your business.

This service is free for all alterations to the external part of the box.

If you require changes to the internal pre-printed card/s there is an additional charge,
as a separate print run must be undertaken, Please ask for details.

If the design is completely unique to your brand and look  we ask to co-brand with you
as part of the free service, where we put a small logo of ours discreetly on the back of the box,

to indicate it is designed in partnership with us. You can however opt out of this for an additional charge.

PRO FORMA PAYMENT REQUIRED FOR ALL BESPOKE PRODUCTS



Bespoke Twenty Minute Candles

SQUARE LABEL Mini box  (�� x ��mm)
a square label on front and back for your

Logo, title and text
contains �� candles and a ceramic holder

and a single ‘Gift of Time’ information card
£�.�� + vat each

WRAPPED Mini box (�� x ��mm)
a bellyband wrap that goes around the box

allowing a background pattern, logo, title and text
contains �� candles and a ceramic holder

and a single ‘Gift of Time’ information card
£�.�� + vat each

BOX STYLES:

SQUARE LABEL Medium box 
with �� x affirmation cards  (��� x ���mm)

a square label on front and back for your
Logo, title and text

contains �� candles, �� affirmation cards 
and a ceramic holder

£�.�� + vat each

WRAPPED LABEL Medium box
with �� x affirmation cards  (��� x ���mm)

a bellyband wrap that goes around the box
allowing a background pattern, logo, title and text

contains �� candles, �� affirmation cards
and a ceramic holder

£�.�� + vat each

Minimum order for free branding is �� units per title.
You can choose to use any of our titles, patterns and fonts with your logo, or provide some, or all of your own. 

MEDIUM - (��� x ���mm)

MINI - (�� x ��mm)



Bespoke Twenty Minute Candles 
SQUARE LABEL MINI BOX

 (�� x ��mm)
contains �� candles and a ceramic holder and a single ‘Gift of Time’ information card 

£�.�� + vat each

Minimum order for FREE  branding is �� units per title.
You can choose to use any of our titles, patterns and fonts with your logo, or provide some, or all of your own.

free branding applies to the exterior of the box. changes to internal printing has an additional cost. 

a square label on the front and back of the box for your logo, title and text



Bespoke Twenty Minute Candles 
WRAPPED MINI BOX

 (�� x ��mm)
contains �� candles and a ceramic holder and a single ‘Gift of Time’ information card 

£�.�� + vat each

Minimum order for FREE  branding is �� units per title.
You can choose to use any of our titles, patterns and fonts with your logo, or provide some, or all of your own.

free branding applies to the exterior of the box. changes to internal printing has an additional cost. 

a bellyband wrap that goes around the box allowing a background pattern, logo, title and text.



Bespoke Twenty Minute Candles Range 
with FREE POS display

Create a branded range  with sixteen pocket POS display unit and branded header
minimum order for this package is  �� each of �� x customised mini box titles.

 

Bundle package  £ ���� + Vat
��� bespoke Mini Boxes - �� each x �� designs @ £�.�� + vat each

Including � x free branded POS display unit
(Additional branded POS display units can be purchased at £�� each) 

SQUARE LABEL WRAPPED BOX

choose to use any of our titles, patterns and fonts with your logo, or provide some, or all, of your own.

YOUR
LOGO
HERE



Bespoke Twenty Minute Candles 
SQUARE LABEL MEDIUM BOX

with �� x affirmation cards  (��� x ���mm)
contains �� candles, �� affirmation cards and a ceramic holder 

£�.�� + vat each

Minimum order for FREE  branding is �� units per title.
You can choose to use any of our titles, patterns and fonts with your logo, or provide some, or all of your own.

free branding applies to the exterior of the box. changes to internal printing has an additional cost. 

a square label on the front and back of the box for your logo, title and text



Bespoke Twenty Minute Candles 
WRAPPED MEDIUM BOX

with �� x affirmation cards  (��� x ���mm)
contains �� candles, �� affirmation cards and a ceramic holder 

£�.�� + vat each

Minimum order for FREE  branding is �� units per title.
You can choose to use any of our titles, patterns and fonts with your logo, or provide some, or all of your own.

free branding applies to the exterior of the box. changes to internal printing has an additional cost. 

a bellyband wrap that goes around the box allowing a background pattern, logo, title and text.
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SEASONAL



Christmas Candles- small

�� twenty minute pure beeswax candles with a ceramic holder 
£�.�� each + VAT  (RRP £��.��)  . Carriage paid £���

Make any of our designs your own with our BESPOKE SERVICE see details at the back of this brochure
cottonandgrey.com
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Seasonal Christmas

mini mono Christmas candles    £�.�� each + VAT
                                        SKU:  ���
                                    

just to say... Happy Christmas    £�.�� each + VAT
                                       SKU: ���

 Gift Time�e of
Take twenty precious minutes

for your relaxation and well-being. 

Light a candle, enjoy its warm glow
and let the mesmerising flame

restore your inner calm.



The Joy of Christmas

�� twenty minute pure beeswax candles with a ceramic holder and ten Scripture cards.
£�.�� each + VAT   (RRP £��.��) . Carriage paid £���

Make any of our designs your own with our BESPOKE SERVICE see details at the back of this brochure
cottonandgrey.com
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Seasonal Christmas

SKU: ���



Advent Candles

Count your way to Christmas
�� twenty minute pure beeswax candles with a ceramic holder 

£��.�� each + VAT    (RRP £��.��) . Carriage paid £���
Make any of our designs your own with our BESPOKE SERVICE - see details at the back of this brochure

cottonandgrey.com
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Seasonal Christmas

clementinereindeer berrypine
SKU: ���  SKU: ��� SKU: ��� SKU: ��� 




